Abstract. Calculations of dynamic stresses and strains, constrained by broadband seismograms, are used to investigate their role in generating the remotely triggered seismicity that followed the June 28, 1992, Mw7.3 Landers, California earthquake. I compare straingrams and dynamic Coulomb failure functions calculated for the Landers earthquake at sites that did experience triggered seismicity with those at sites that did not. Bounds on triggering thresholds are obtained from analysis of dynamic strain spectra calculated for the Landers and Mw6.1 Joshua Tree, California, earthquakes at various sites, combined with results of static strain investigations by others. I interpret three principal results of this study with those of a companion study by Goreberg and Davis [this issue]. First, the dynamic elastic stress changes themselves cannot explain the spatial distribution of triggered seismicity, particularly the lack of triggered activity along the San Andreas fault system. In addition to the requirement to exceed a Coulomb failure stress level, this result implies the need to invoke and satisfy the requirements of appropriate slip instability theory. Second, results of this study are consistent with the existence of frequency-or rate-dependent stress/strain triggering thresholds, inferred from the companion study and interpreted in terms of earthquake initiation involving a competition of processes, one promoting failure and the other inhibiting it. Such competition is also part of relevant instability theories. Third, the triggering threshold must vary from site to site, suggesting that the potential for triggering strongly depends on site characteristics and response. The lack of triggering along the San Andreas fault system may be correlated with the advanced maturity of its fault gouge zone; the strains from the Landers earthquake were either insufficient to exceed its larger critical slip distance or some other critical failure parameter; or the faults failed stably as aseismic creep events. Variations in the triggering threshold at sites of triggered seismicity may be attributed to variations in gouge zone development and properties. Finally, these interpretations provide ready explanations for the time delays between the Landers earthquake and the triggered events.
Introduction
This study examines the role of dynamic strains in the triggering of earthquakes, particularly with respect to the widespread seismicity that followed the June 28, 1992, Mw7.3 Landers, California, earthquake [Hill et al., 1993] . Dynamic strains and stresses refer to the transient deformation associated with the passage of seismic waves. The term "trigger" is not synonymous with "cause," rather it refers to the initiation of a single or series of processes; in this case I hypothesize that dynamic strains initiate physical processes that culminate in earthquake rupture. Because of their large magnitude relative to other coseismic strain changes at remote distances (greater than several source dimensions), dynamic strains have been invoked to explain remote triggering of seismicity by earthquakes [Hill et al., 1993] . If significant at remote distances, they must also be significant at near distances following the Landers earthquake. The amplitude and phase relationships of dynamic strain/stress components are compared and evaluated with respect to various physical models relevant to the process of earthquake rupture initiation.
Gomberg and Davis [this issue] (hereinafter referred to as "paper G") examine the role of dynamic strains in remote earthquake triggering at The Geysers, California, geothermal field. Results of that study also yield insight into the relationship between production of geothermal power and induced seismicity at The Geysers, the lack of tidal triggering there, and even apparent "aftershock" activity associated with earthquakes occurring in The Geysers field itself.
Analysis

Constraints
Critical evidence used in this study includes the spatial distribution of seismicity following the Landers earthquake (Figure 1) , particularly where it increased significantly and of equal importance, where it did not. Most notably, triggered seismicity was not observed along the San Andreas fault system. This provides constraint on the simplest "Coulomb failure model," in which elastic stress changes simply nudge prestressed faults over a Coulomb failure threshold sooner than they would have otherwise reached it [Anderson et where triggered activity did not occur must have been sufficiently below failure levels. However, where evidence suggests faults were stressed imminently close to failure (e.g., near Parkfield, California; Figure I (see Roelofts and Langbein [1994] for a review)), triggered earthquakes did not happen, indicating that this corollary may not be correct. While evi-uniformly lower (relative to its failure-stress level) than at sites distributed within the zone of triggered seismicity, which spanned many thousands of square kilometers. Thus, while prestress may be a contributing factor in the spatial distribution of triggered seismicity, I conclude that others must have been more significant. One alternative possibility that would allow a simple Coulomb failure model still to be viable is that the San Andreas fault was geometrically unfavorably oriented for failure in the dynamic stress field of the Landers earthquake. I further investigate this possibility using dynamic stressgram calculations.
Seismograms, together with a simple model of wave propagation, provide constraints on the dynamic strain field at the recording station. Three-component, broadband seismograms from the TERRAscope and Berkeley network stations, located from 41 to 688 km from the Landers and Joshua Tree ruptures, constrain estimates of the amplitude and temporal variations in the dynamic strain field between sites where triggering did and did not occur (Figure 1) . The variability at a single site, between earthquakes that did (Landers) and did not (Joshua Tree) trigger seismicity, is also examined. In addition to estimating surface strains directly from the seismic data, the data provide constraints on the Earth structure and source parameters which are necessary ingredients for calculation of theoretical dynamic stress/straingrams at seismogenic depths.
Dynamic Stress/Straingrarn Modeling
The theory underlying the stress/straingram calculations is summarized very briefly here, in more detail in paper G, and thoroughly by Goreberg and Masters [1988] . Discussion of the approach's limitations is given by Gomberg and Agnew [1995] . At regional distances the largest amplitude waves may be appropriately represented as locked-mode traveling waves. I assume plane-layered media for simplicity. At any point in space (at depth z, radial distance r, and azimuth & from the source) and time t the particle displacement may be represented as a modal sum where u(z, r, &, t), v(z, r, &, t), and w(z, r, &, t) represent the radial (Rayleigh), tangential (Love), and vertical (Rayleigh) components of motion, respectively. Differentiation of expressions for the displacement yields expressions for the components of the dynamic strain tensor, err , E Er•, and E,•. At Earth's surface, Er• = 0 and E,• = 0, and two of the three nonzero strain components, Err and Er,, may be calculated from velocity seismograms (observations of t•, and •) and estimates of the Rayleigh and Love wave phase velocities (see paper G).
Evaluation of Analysis Methods
I use a number of independent modeling experiments to test the appropriateness of model parameterization and parameters and the theory underlying the calculations and provide qualitative estimates of the probable accuracy of dynamic stress/straingrams. Model parameters include seismic velocity, density, and attenuation representative of the Earth structure at and between the sources and receivers. The strategy to determining these parameters is to model seismograms of the Joshua Tree earthquake because it shares nearly identical propagation paths as those from the Landers earthquake and has a relatively simple well-constrained source mechanism [Hauksson et al., 1993] An independent test for potential bias due to the assumed source mechanism compares theoretical seismograms computed for the Little Skull Mountain, Nevada, earthquake recorded at station PFO (Figure 1 and 3a) . Figure 3c compares the PFO strainmeter data from the Little Skull Mountain earthquake with theoretical straingrams calculated using the same parameters used to model the Joshua Tree data (Figures 2 and 3a) . The fit indicates that the theoretical straingrams predict the true strains as accurately as those derived using actual data.
To obtain a measure of the accuracy of modeled dynamic strains associated with the Landers earthquake, I compare theoretical and observed Landers seismograms (Figure 4) . Having already determined and verified the appropriateness of the Earth structure model, the only remaining unknown required for calculation of the dynamic stress/strain field from the Landers earthquake is an appropriate source parameterization. An extended source is computed by summing three point sources and filtering the contribution of each with a directivity function derived from a Haskell model of a unilateral strike-slip rupture [see Gomberg and Bodin, 1994; Haskell, 1964] . The focal mechanisms, rupture lengths and orientations, scalar moments, and rupture velocity of the three sources are based on the results of WaM and Heaton [1994] . Table 1 Figure 7 illustrates the predictability of phase relationship between A r(t) and A o-,, (t) for Love waves resolved on vertical faults and shows that it depends only on the strike of the fault relative to the propagation direction. Contrary to the hypothesis that dynamic ACFF(t) are minimized at sites where triggering did not occur, evaluation of the expression predicting the phase relationship all along the San Andreas shows that A r(t) and A o-n(t) should often be in phase thus maximizing ACFF(t). A final possibility to explain the lack of triggered seismicity, if this simple model is appropriate, is that the stresses along most of the San Andreas are small due to its orientation relative to the Landers earthquake radiation pattern. The stressgrams at the Parkfield and PUBS sites do not support this nor do simplified calculations of the relative Love wave amplitude variation calculated all along the fault (Figure 7a) .
A final test of the simple Coulomb model examines the dynamic stress field at the site of the Little Skull Mountain, Nevada, earthquake (Figures 1 and 8 ). Gomberg and Bodin [1994] argue that the Landers dynamic strains were consistent with the preferred fault plane and normal-faulting mechanism of Harmsen [1994] because the shear strains resolved on the preferred plane were larger than those on the auxiliary plane and they were largest in the dip-slip direction. Although their consistency argument still holds, the elastic Coulomb model does not explain why the particular fault that ruptured was more likely to fail than any other fault. The nearly horizontal plunges of the principal axes of the Landers dynamic stress field calculated at Little Skull Mountain suggest that the dynamic stress changes enhanced the Coulomb stresses favoring strike-slip faulting (Figure 8) , not the observed normal-slip faulting. Admittedly, the available strike-slip faults may have been prestressed to a lesser level (relative to its failure stress level) than the normal fault that actually ruptured. However, the same rational cannot be applied plausibly to the entire San Andreas fault system because it would require that special conditions exist on an unreasonably large scale. In addition, there are sites along the San Andreas system where fault segments may have been stressed to near-failure levels, such as the Parkfield segment, where it has been suggested that a moderate earthquake is overdue. I interpret all of these results as indicating that a simple Coulomb failure model is incompatible with triggering due to elastic dynamic stresses and strains alone.
Rate/Frequency-Dependent Triggering Models
The observational and theoretical work of others provides motivation for examining the spectral characteristics of the dynamic strain fields associated with the Landers and Joshua Tree earthquakes. Other investigators suggest that it the combination of large amplitudes at low frequencies enabled the Landers seismic waves to trigger seismicity [Hill et Table 2 ) calculated for the Joshua Tree and Landers earthquakes permit several inferences (Plate 1). At sites of triggered activity (Plate l a), the Joshua Tree spectral amplitudes provide lower bounds on the level required for triggering, and perhaps the frequency range.
In addition, the similarity of the spectra for the PUBS and Parkfield sites with those from triggered sites implies that the triggering threshold must differ from site to site (Plate lb).
Triggering thresholds inferred from the dynamic strain spec- Table 2 
Discussion
A principal result of this study is that a critical triggering threshold probably exists and varies from site to site. I show that the lack of triggered seismicity along the San Andreas system is not attributable to differences in the applied dynamic stresses. Moreover, it also probably cannot be due to prestress • will have compressional (negative) normal stresses (quadrants outlined in shaded lines), within +45 ø from the propagation direction will have right-lateral (positive) shear stress (striped quadrants), and within _+45 ø from the wave front strike will have left-lateral (negative) shear stress (white quadrants). Thus phase relationship between Ar and Ao-,, will alternate between being in and out of phase with a 45 ø periodicity in fault strike, relative to the propagation direction.
conditions. This leaves differences in the response of the faults themselves as the most likely reason for the spatial variations in triggered activity. I discuss several physical models that may explain this result. These physical models also may explain results prcsented in paper G, which indicate that triggering depends on a critical strain threshold and that the threshold level increases with decreasing strain rate. Theoretical models of fault stability offer explanation for the principal result of this study that the lack of triggered seismicity along the San Andreas fault system is a consequence of the fault characteristics and response. The semicmpirical theory of rate-state friction and the associated idea of a critical slip distance d,. provide one plausible physical model (see paper G for a summary). This leads to two simple explanations for the spatial distribution of triggered seismicity. The first is that the critical distances of the less active faults of the eastern California shear zone are smaller than those of the more mature San Andreas fault system, which has had more slip and thus a thicker more deformed gouge zone. Laboratory studies of Dieterich [1981] show that dc is much larger for gouge-filled contacts than for bare surfaces and that in gouge-filled fault A second possible explanation for the lack of triggered seismicity along the San Andreas fault system also relies on its more mature gouge zone. However, rather than implying that the applied dynamic strains could not drive slip beyond a larger critical slip distance, the San Andreas may have failed stably and slipped aseismically. Chester [1995] suggests that increasing the gouge zone thickness decreases the effective strain rate An alternative physical model to explain the existence of critical triggering thresholds and time delays between triggering and triggered events relies on the theory of subcritical crack growth [Atkinson, 1984] . Such a model might also explain the spatial distribution of triggered seismicity. However, large uncertainties exist in knowledge of the parameters controlling subcritical crack growth, particularly those relevant to geologic conditions, rendering such explanation rather ad hoc. Among the few studies that have attempted to apply this theory to explain real earthquake characteristics, Das and Scholz [1981b] used it to explain Omori's law and the time delays between compound earthquakes (multiplets). The basic idea in subcritical crack growth is that above some minimum stress intensity So, cracks may grow at subsonic velocities accelerating to failure. The stress intensity factor S depends on the stress perturbation A in which vo, n, R, and H are constants. The time delay between triggering and triggered events is simply the time it takes for L to grow to the dimensions of an asperity or v to equal the rupture velocity. Subcritical crack growth depends on many highly variable characteristics (e.g., initial crack length, stress perturbation, and chemical characteristics such as p H). Assuming that these may vary regionally, it is possible that where triggering occurred, So was lower than in the vicinity of the San Andreas fault system and that the Landers dynamic stresses only exceeded these lower values. However, extrapolating from the work of Das and Scholz [1981b] indicates that even the threshold stresses at the sites where triggering occurred may be too low to initiate subcritical crack growth. Equation ( Another mechanism for generating stick-slip behavior has been suggested by Brune et al. [1993] . Their observations of stick-slip shear motion in sheared foam rubber fault models led them to suggest that interface waves Dundurs, 1977, 1978a, b; Schallamach, 1971 ] may cause fault normal motions which cause stick-slip shear motion to occur once some critical normal separation is reached. The relative velocity of the fault surfaces (shear strain rate) may be much slower than the wave velocity (similar to typical rupture velocities) leading to delayed instabilities. As for subcritical crack growth, it is possible that there are regional variations in the critical values required to excite interface waves, but too little is known to do more than speculate.
Delayed failure is not an uncommon phenomenon in nature; a few such observations are summarized to illustrate that dynamic strains may not only be relevant to triggering at nearfield to remote distances and to phenomena other than earthquakes. Sobolev et al. [1993] observe delayed triggering of stick-slip seismic events in laboratory experiments using transient driving forces. They find delays between the triggered event and impulse-triggering event that exceed the rupture propagation time by more than an order of magnitude and suggest the delay is due to stress corrosion. Holzer et al. [1989] observe that earthquake-induced liquefaction actually occurs seconds after the causative dynamic strains from the earthquake are over. Jibson et al. [1994] describe landsliding delayed by as much as 13 days after the triggering earthquake and suggest that pore pressure changes take time to percolate through dynamically compacted or dilated landslide material.
Conclusions
No previous experience would have led us to anticipate the observations of remotely triggered seismicity that followed the Landers earthquake. Nevertheless, as we begin to quantitatively document the deformation that occurred as a result of the Landers earthquake, we begin to see that the observations may be understood in a familiar context. The results presented herein, and in paper G, reveal several important constraints on the triggering process, both at remote and near distances.
First, the dynamic elastic stress changes themselves cannot explain the spatial distribution of seismicity triggered by the Landers earthquake, particularly the lack of triggered activity along the San Andreas fault. In addition to the requirement to exceed a Coulomb failure stress level, this result implies the need to invoke and satisfy the requirements of appropriate slip instability theory.
Second, comparison of strain spectra from the Landers and Joshua Tree earthquakes is consistent with the existence of frequency-or rate-dependent stress/strain triggering thresholds. I interpret the rate dependence in terms of earthquake initiation involving a competition of processes, one promoting failure and the other inhibiting it (see paper G). Such competition is also part of a number of instability theories. A threshold may explain triggering by both static or dynamic stresses/ strains, at both near and remote distances. At remote distances, it was most probably the dynamic stresses/strains that exceeded the triggering threshold. At near distances, both dynamic and static stresses/strains probably contributed to the triggering process.
Third, the triggering threshold must vary from site to site, suggesting that the potential for triggering strongly depends on site characteristics and response. Specifically, the lack of seismicity along the San Andreas fault system and apparent variability in the triggering threshold at sites of triggered activity may be explained in terms of instability theories. The lack of triggering may be correlated with the advanced maturity of the fault gouge zone; the strains from the Landers earthquake were either insut•cient to exceed its larger critical slip distance or some other critical failure parameter (e.g., stress intensity factor, normal motion). Alternatively, the faults failed stably, exhibiting aseismic creep instead of stick-slip motion. Similarly, variations in the triggering threshold inferred at sites of triggered seismicity may be attributed to variations in gouge zone development and properties.
Finally, the results and interpretations provide ready explanations for the time delays between the Landers earthquake and the triggered events.
